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Don’t Panic!
Back in Edition 15 I was banging on about the
British Broadcasting Corporation comedy
programme of the 1960s and 70s, ‘Dad’s Army’. The
series may be getting on for 50 years old but it is still
endlessly repeated by the BBC on Saturday evenings.
Unlike anybody else in the entire universe, I was
focussing on certain metrological aspects of the
programme and was wondering why Lance-Corporal
Jones, whose daytime job was the town butcher, was
using an American ‘Royal Automatic Balance in his
shop when such machines were never approved for
use in the UK.
More recently, whilst flicking through some early
copies of the Monthly Review the professional
journal of the Incorporated Society of Inspectors of
Weights and Measures (I like to live on the edge), I
was somewhat surprised to be faced with an
advertisement for the very same Royal Automatic
Balance.
The advertisement was in an edition published in
1903, when this machine was first marketed in the
UK.
The British scale trade was largely preoccupied with
supplying cast iron lumps from the 19th century at
this time and clearly such a technologically advanced
instrument, would have been something of a
revelation. There was, indeed some question as to
whether such a device was technically a scale, within
the existing definitions, as this machine had a chart
indicating purchase price as well as weight. Such a
device was largely unknown at that time and was
regarded as being outside the legislation.
This anomaly was corrected shortly afterwards when
the Act of 1904 came into force which included price
computing devices in the definition of weighing

machines. This legislation also introduced the concept of
pattern approval for devices with ‘novel features’. The
producers of this scale were quick off the mark in trying to
get their machine approved and sent it to the Board of Trade
as soon as the opportunity arose. Unfortunately the wing
collared gents at the Standards Department were not overly
impressed with this glamorous import, made by the
Computing Scale Co of Dayton Ohio, and issued the first of a
number of refusals in 1905. The machine was, in reality, a bit
‘all hat and no knickers’ as might have been said at the time.
Despite its handsome, transatlantic appearance it was in
essence only a glorified spring balance and it was disliked by
the Board of Trade for a number of technical reasons. These
included the size of the minor graduations (1oz), the unstable
load receptor which could foul on the side supports when
eccentrically loaded, the novel compensating device for
temperature variation, plus other perceived vulnerabilities of
the design.
It took another 5 applications to the Board before an
acceptable version was finally achieved. This was in 1907
and the machine which was finally approved was a considerably different beast from that,
which was introduced some 4 years earlier. What had begun as a suspended spring balance
was now a more conventional standing counter machine with a stayed bottomwork
supporting a stable goods plate (left).
The Regulations requiring pattern approval did not in fact come into force until 1st
October1907 which left a considerable ‘limbo’ period for new pieces of equipment to make
their way onto the market before approval was required.
I’m not sure whether such an interloper could have stayed around in use for nearly 40 years
and end up on the south coast of England in Jones’s butcher’s shop, but you never know.

Bargain Hunt Revisited

Not actually Bargain Hunt but one of the
various spin-off programmes, ‘You Can
Stick Your Antiques Road Show Where Your Mouth Is’ or something similar in which
experts from Bargain Hunt go around buying various items of tat which are then sold on to
other people in totally unrehearsed scenarios. The programme is a competition between two
experts to see who can make the biggest profit and it’s all for charity. All profits are donated
to good causes and with that in view, items are acquired at greatly reduced prices and flogged
on to recipients at a generous profit.
It’s all a bit formulaic and artificial but it does give the viewer a vicarious tour of a number of
antique outlets throughout the country. This at least makes it watchable if you can get over
the irritating superficiality.
One recent programme saw the purchase of a large Quintenz scale that had found its way
across the Channel to an English emporium.
It was interesting to watch the process of buying and subsequent selling when nobody really
had much idea about what the item
actually was. It was identified as a
scale of some description. This may
have been assisted by the fact that it
came with a number of iron weights
which was a bit of a clue.
What was clearly absent was any
realisation that the machine was a
ratio device so that the load measured
on the platform is ten times the value
of weights placed on the weights
plate; hence any efforts to actually
weigh anything on it were abortive.

German Auction
We have been asked by our good
friend Ritzo Holtman to mention an
auction of weights and coin scales by
the house of Peus Münzen in
Frankfurt/Main Germany.
It will be seen that the first part of the
sale took place on 26th – 28th April
but further lots are yet to be sold, in

the Autumn of this year and Spring 2018.
Information can be obtained from the Auction House

Alternative Uses for Scales
In an age of uniform (boring) electronic scales all the big lumps of iron from yesteryear are
rapidly disappearing from view. Even on remote markets in far flung foreign lands, the digital
indications now stare out from among the exotic produce, amongst which more interesting
Berangers, Phitzers or Robervals once sat.
Some of the older more decorous instruments end up in antique shops but most probably get
scrapped.
Some however do now find their way into shop displays where they become part of the decor
and get used for weird and wonderful purposes.
Our good friend Julie Davey has been about her montivagant ways and as ever kept her eye
open for a good scale during her travels. In Madrid she spotted a nice little white counter
machine (below right) used to display spoons
whilst in Gdansk a typically East European
semi-self indicator had been re-purposed as a
holder of toilet rolls (below left).

On a recent holiday in Berlin I came
across an interesting device standing
outside a coffee shop in
Kurfurstenstrasse. The scale was a
wonderful, bright red bench platform
scale on wheels. It was a
sophisticated device made by the
German firm of August Sauter. It
featured a drop weight and chart
changing mechanism but has now
found a new use as an elaborate table
for a display of lemons.
It is still possible however to find
traditional systems in use and
not necessarily where you would
expect. Finland, for example, is a
sophisticated European country full of
stylish people who seem to enjoy a
high quality of life.
Despite this they seem to be very
happy to retain their traditional
weighing and measuring systems,
particularly on their wonderful open
markets, where many people still
choose to shop.
Here you will still find all manner of
fruit and vegetables regularly doled

out in traditional metal and wooden measures. Doubtless many traders have now succumbed
to the ubiquitous plastic scale but some hardy Finns can still be seen wielding the traditional
bismar (above).

Chips with Everything
We have received yet another request from someone who has come across an old scale and
would like to know something about it. Often these requests are from someone who has
bought an item at an antique fair or centre but this case is slightly different.
The current owner of this scale only acquired it ‘en passant’ when he bought a Fish and Chip
Shop in Manchester and came across the large counter machine in the cellar.
He took a couple of photographs and sent it to ISASC to find out something about it.
The machine is not the most interesting item to be brought to our attention but it is of a type
once very popular in the greengrocery trade in particular. The circular dial machine was
developed first in the 1930’s to provide a more convenient alternative to the semi-self
indicating scale as no loose weights were required to achieve a comparatively high weighing
capacity. A price chart gave an instant indication of the value of each transaction.
The circular component at the centre of the indicator should be covered with a decorative disc
marked with the maker’s name. This is unfortunately missing on this machine so the origin of
the scale is unclear. From the rather austere styling I would date the scale as being from the
1940’s or 50’s but I have so far been unable to identify the model. The price chart is in ‘new
pence’ showing it was in use in the 1970’s and went through the ‘decimalisation’ process.
The maximum price per lb is only 25p suggesting it was never updated to reflect later
inflationary pressures and it clearly never got round to being metricated in the 1990’s.
Has anybody got any ideas?

